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Fiscal Year 2020 was a time of radical change
and adaptation for the Agency

Mission
Statement

From navigating a global pandemic to responding to
evolving safety protocols to keeping service on the streets
for our valued customers — 2020 was anything but

The Riverside Transit Agency, Riverside County’s
multi-modal transportation provider, shall
provide for a variety of transportation needs
in a cost-effective and efficient manner for all
the residents of our member communities. The
Agency is committed to providing safe, reliable,
courteous, accessible and user-friendly services

business as usual. Even through all of the uncertainty, RTA
rose to the challenge with a strong workforce capable of
producing something special even under the most difficult
of circumstances.

to our customers.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE CHAIR & CEO
During our 43rd year, faced with dwindling ridership and reduced revenue caused
by the coronavirus pandemic, we made strategic changes to keep service alive for
those who needed it most. With safety as a number-one priority, RTA implemented
sweeping measures that required customers and drivers to practice social distancing
and wear facemasks while riding. At our facilities, we implemented strict screening
procedures for employees and ramped up daily efforts to regularly disinfect offices,
buildings and every single vehicle in our fleet.

GOVERNING BOARD
RTA is governed by a board of directors comprised of 22 elected
officials from 18 cities in western Riverside County and four
members of the County Board of Supervisors.

The work was hard. The result was remarkable.

Bridgette Moore
Chair
City of Wildomar

Faced with such a veritable opponent as the coronavirus, RTA never blinked. We
adapted and evolved swiftly to be proactive, to come together in new ways, to show
why we are the best transit agency in the United States. From mechanics to drivers
to administrative staff, we never lost sight of our focus on each other, our customers
and our responsibility to persevere for those who depend on us when it counts.

Berwin Hanna
First Vice-Chair
City of Norco

There were certainly some bright spots during the year. We launched a mobile
ticketing app that effectively eliminates the need for paper passes, purchased a
fleet of electric support vehicles and modernized dozens of bus stops in several
communities. We also launched an ambitious free ride program for college students
and area youth. And our much-anticipated new mobility hub on Vine Street in
downtown Riverside took one step closer to reality.
It was also a time to strengthen communities. RTA delivered meals to hundreds of
homebound seniors stranded by the pandemic and our Transportation NOW groups
gave members of the public a chance to advocate for public transit causes. In terms
of financial stability, RTA continued to make good use of taxpayer dollars, managed a
responsible and balanced budget, and received glowing feedback from independent
and federal audits.
We are truly proud of the work being done at RTA, a place where employees and
Board members rolled up their sleeves and got to work during one of the darkest
periods in our nation’s history. During the year, the world may have felt like it grinded
to a halt, but our buses never stopped rolling, our passion never stopped burning,
and our hope never faded.
Sincerely,

Bridgette Moore

Larry Rubio

Chair of the Board

CEO
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Jim Steiner
City of Corona
Brandon Plott
City of Eastvale
Linda Krupa
City of Hemet

Alonso Ledezma
Second Vice-Chair
City of San Jacinto

Anthony Kelly, Jr.
City of Jurupa Valley

Kevin Jeffries
County of Riverside/District 1

Timothy J. Sheridan
City of Lake Elsinore

Karen Spiegel
County of Riverside/District 2

Greg August
City of Menifee

Chuck Washington
County of Riverside/District 3

David Marquez
City of Moreno Valley

Jeff Hewitt

Scott Vinton

County of Riverside/District 5

City of Murrieta

Art Welch
City of Banning

Malcolm Corona
City of Perris

Nancy Carroll
City of Beaumont

Andy Melendrez
City of Riverside

Linda Molina
City of Calimesa

Zak Schwank
City of Temecula

Jeremy Smith
City of Canyon Lake
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Heroes Work Here

Keeping us moving during a challenging time
Inspirational, brave, heroes. Those are the words customers used
to describe our coach operators as they continue to provide
essential service during an unprecedented time in RTA history.
Many customers are taking to social media to thank our drivers
for all they do. One person seemed to sum up the general feeling
when they said, “I cannot express my immense gratitude that the
buses are still running during these times. Without them, I cannot
get to work and support my family. Bless you all!” Because the
Department of Homeland Security declared public transit and
transit workers essential to the critical infrastructure, public transit
agencies such as RTA remained open for business to provide
a vital service. Coach operators and maintenance employees
were among the many unsung heroes who did their best to keep
buses sanitized and people moving as we worked through the
coronavirus pandemic. RTA salutes our drivers and maintenance
employees for their commitment to public safety and service.

WHEN IT COMES TO COVID-19, (RTA) HAS GONE ABOVE AND BEYOND...SO MUCH SO, THAT
WE ACTUALLY USE RTA AS AN EXAMPLE AND TRY TO HAVE OTHER TRANSIT AGENCIES
MODEL THEIR COVID-19 POLICIES AFTER RTA. — MAURO VARELA, ATU LOCAL 1277

MILESTONES

BUS SHELTERS GET UPGRADES
Service may have been affected by the
pandemic, but that didn’t stop RTA from making
improvements where it could. One of the most
notable upgrades was the modernization of

Fiscal Year 2020 was remarkable in terms of what we

bus shelters in several cities. During May and
June of 2020, RTA enhanced nearly 30 bus stops
in Canyon Lake, Hemet, Lake Elsinore, Moreno
Valley, Murrieta, Perris, Riverside and San Jacinto.

accomplished amid one of the most challenging times in
our nation’s history. From the launch of massive service
adjustments to the creation of new safety protocols to
the start of a new program to promote college and youth
ridership, RTA showed why it’s the best transit agency in
the nation.
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Pandemic Prompts Massive Service Adjustments
Slimmed down version on par with Sunday service
Due to declining ridership triggered by the coronavirus
pandemic, RTA in April hit the brakes on operations and began
running a slimmed-down version of service on par with a
Sunday schedule. The move to seven-day-a-week Sunday
service affected most of RTA’s 47 routes, cutting service to
roughly half of normal weekday service. In two weeks, RTA’s
daily average ridership dropped more than 65 percent due

BOARD APPROVES VINE STREET MOBILITY
HUB CONCEPTUAL PLAN
Project moves one step closer to reality
During the summer, the RTA Board of Directors approved a
conceptual plan for a mobility hub on five acres across from
the Riverside-Downtown Metrolink Station. The Vine Street
Mobility Hub Conceptual Plan, done by the San Diego-based
engineering firm Psomas, is essentially an early phase of the
design process with broad outlines and concept sketches
for the project. The plan calls for up to 18 bus bays and a
design that incorporates the latest technology in preparation
for RTA’s zero-emission bus deployment. The hub will also
include seating, shelters, security features, a driver’s lounge,
drought tolerant landscaping and integration with the City of
Riverside’s bike lanes. The location is expected to be ideal
due to its proximity to Metrolink trains, major employment
centers, county and city government buildings, entertainment
venues, the Convention Center, as well as UC Riverside and
Riverside City College. The plan followed two community
workshops and an online survey that sought public input on
the project. With this conceptual plan approved, RTA will move
into the project’s architecture and engineering phase.
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to businesses and schools closing and more people heeding
warnings to stay home to stop the spread of the COVID-19. Amid
the challenges, RTA drivers, mechanic, servicers, administration,
and others continued to provide world-class service and to forge
ahead to serve those who needed us for essential travel. The
perseverance and sacrifice made at RTA helped pave the way for
a slow and steady return to normalcy.

College Students and
Youth Ride for Free
During the summer, RTA’s Board of Directors approved a plan
to grant free rides to college students and area youth. The
program, which is funded by a state grant, began August 1 and
is expected to last until July 2021. RTA officials are hopeful the
free rides will propel declining ridership that has been caused
by the coronavirus pandemic. Thousands of people are
expected to benefit from the program, including youth 18 and
under as well as students at Cal Baptist University, La Sierra
University, Moreno Valley College, Mt. San Jacinto College,
Norco College, Riverside City College and UC Riverside. A freeride program that includes both college students and area
youth has been a longtime goal for RTA Chair Bridgette Moore.
“As the state moves toward a new normalcy and more people
begin riding public transportation, we are optimistic that
these free rides will go a long way in generating interest and
excitement among our youngest customers.”

RIVERSIDE TRANSIT AGENCY

AS THE STATE MOVES TOWARD A NEW NORMALCY AND MORE PEOPLE BEGIN RIDING PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION, WE ARE OPTIMISTIC THAT THESE FREE RIDES WILL GO A LONG WAY IN
GENERATING INTEREST AND EXCITEMENT AMONG OUR YOUNGEST CUSTOMERS.
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RTA INSTALLS BARRIERS TO
PROTECT DRIVERS
Move puts safety first
During the summer, RTA coach operators began driving behind
a protective barrier as part of a safety campaign aimed at
protecting both drivers and the customers we serve. The

Making Safety a Top Priority
QUARTER RIDES PUSH YOUTH RIDERSHIP
TO NEW LEVELS
New generation hops on board public transit
During the year, and prior to the pandemic, more youth were

option was tested on a handful of buses in the system and RTA
eventually expanded the clear barriers — which are made of the
highly durable and scratch resistant material, polycarbonate —
to all buses making it standard for all vehicles. The move came
on the heels of a decision earlier in the year to cordon off the
fronts of all 40-foot buses with chains and require customers to
enter and exit from the rear doors as a way to minimize contact
between the driver and customers. With the addition of the
barriers, as well as plans to let customers board from the front of
the bus, RTA remained optimistic that customers would embrace

riding the bus thanks to a 25-cent special fare offered during
summer and winter breaks. During the latest promotion,
which was between December 21 and January 12, RTA buses
carried 24,700 youth boardings. That’s 33 percent higher
than the same time last year! As part of the promotion, RTA
allowed youth to ride for a quarter anytime we operate,
anywhere we go. The promotion has been a hit ever since
it was first offered a few years ago. In fact, during FY19, RTA
buses carried a record 214,000 youth boardings, a 10 percent
increase compared to a year before and 25 percent higher

the return to a more traditional type of service.

than two years ago.
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Time to sharpen policies and practices

With safety as a core value and our number-one priority, RTA took significant
steps during the year to ensure customers had a safe travel experience and
employees had a safe place to work. With a laser-like focus, RTA launched
several efforts on various fronts, including routinely disinfecting buses;
upgrading the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning filters; rear-door
boardings; requiring employees and customers to wear masks and practice
social distancing. All of these efforts put RTA in a position to partner with the
American Public Transportation Association on a national health and safety
program that sharpened the policies and practices of transit agencies across
the United States to maximize safety. As one united voice, we stood behind
the heroic efforts of transit providers and their customers nationwide as we
worked together toward a national recovery and new normalcy.
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RTA TO PURCHASE
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Leading clean and green
RTA’s next generation of support vehicles
will run on electricity rather than
unleaded gas. The RTA Board of Directors
approved a plan during the summer
of 2020 to purchase 12 battery electric
support vehicles, which will mostly be
used by coach operators to relieve other
operators while on route. Currently
RTA has 38 support vehicles that run
on unleaded fuel. These vehicles are
expected to be phased out over time and
replaced by the electric vehicles, which
run cleaner and cost less to operate and
maintain. In a related move, RTA installed
charging stations at our Riverside and
Hemet facilities to support this transition.

TECHNOLOGY
RTA has always been on the cutting-edge of technology and
FY20 was no exception. From examining cleaner, greener
ways to power our fleet to offering bus passes on mobile
devices, RTA used technology to enhance our customers’
travel experience like never before.
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Currently RTA has 38 support vehicles that run
on unleaded fuel. These vehicles are expected
to be phased out over time and replaced by the
electric vehicles.
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SO MANY WAYS TO
STAY CONNECTED
During the challenging year, it was more
important than ever for customers to
stay connected to get latest news, route
and schedule updates and detours and
delays. With service changing rapidly
during the pandemic, RTA relied heavily on
technology like BusWatch, a free service
on a smartphone, tablet or computer that
pinpoints the location and estimated
arrival time of the next bus. We also made
our real-time arrival information available
on a wide range of apps such as Transit
app and Google and Apple maps to give
rapid, convenient, and accurate travel
assistance straight to our customers’
mobile devices. Customers could also sign
up for iAlerts, follow us on social media or
text RTAUpdate to 41411 to stay informed.

FACTS AT A GLANCE
SERVICE AREA

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2,500

RTA’s Board of Directors is
comprised of 22 elected officials
from 18 cities and four members
of the Riverside County Board of
Supervisors.

square miles, among the largest in
the nation.

OPERATING BUDGET

$82.4 M

CAPITAL BUDGET

$2.6 M

SERVICE

RTA’s service consists of 33 local fixed
routes, five commuter routes, and senior
and disabled Dial-A-Ride service

NUMBER OF BUSES

224

BUS PASSES ON
YOUR PHONE

fixed route buses

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

825

Say goodbye to paper passes and hello to a new
way to pay

Coach Operators..........................................304
Maintenance Employees............................. 87
Administrative Staff.................................... 110
Contract Employees.................................... 324

During the year, RTA introduced mobile ticketing, which gave
customers the ability to use their smartphones to buy passes.
Thanks to the Token Transit app, there’s no need to carry cash,
no need to wait in line to buy a pass, and no need to search for
a bus pass buried in a wallet. Customers simply board the bus,
tap their phone on the farebox and go! Plenty of passes are
available on the app, including 1-Ride, 1-Day, 7-Day and 30-Day.
Passes can be purchased for immediate use, or stored on the
app for future trips. RTA also converted all college free-ride
programs to allow mobile passes, eliminating the need to carry
a student ID.

BOARDINGS

6.97 MILLION

Average weekday boardings............... 22,666
Average weekend boardings...............10,687
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Dial-A-Ride vehicles

ANNUAL MILES TRAVELLED

15 MILLION

794,187

annual vehicle revenue hours

SERVICE FEATURES

• Free Wi-Fi service on all buses
• USB charging ports
• BusWatch GPS technology pinpoints
bus location and arrival time
• Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) bus fleet
• Plush seating and luggage racks on
CommuterLink express buses
• Solar-lighted bus stops at selected
locations
• Automated stop announcing system
• Low-floor buses
• 100 percent wheelchair accessible
• Dual bike racks
• Electronic fareboxes
• Security cameras
• Mobile ticketing
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NEXT STOP IS RETIREMENT
FOR THREE RTA PIONEERS
During the year, RTA said goodbye to three employees who had more than 102 years
of combined service with RTA. One of them came here in the 90s, another arrived
in the 80s, and the most seasoned one in the group came in the 70s. Tom Rogers
came to RTA in 1993. Since his arrival, Tom went from a servicer to a mechanic
to a supervisor. When Rick Smith came to RTA back in 1984, he was a part-time
driver. It didn’t take long for him to move up to a full-time driver and eventually
an assistant operations manager. Bob Cabral joined RTA as a mechanic back in
April of 1978, just one year after RTA began service. Since then, he became a shop
supervisor, senior maintenance supervisor, and finally maintenance manager where
he led the Agency’s maintenance quality control since 2003. Over the years, these
three employees have received a tidal wave of accolades, including commendation
letters, perfect attendance awards and employee of the month honors. RTA salutes
Tom, Rick and Bob for their unwavering dedication to the Agency.
From left: Rick Smith, Bob Cabral and Tom Rogers.

AWARDS AND
RECOGNITION
Fiscal Year 2020 was a monumental year for setting records,
reaching milestones and earning much-deserved praise for a
job well done.
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Congratulations 2019 Employees of the Year
Fourteen coach operators, three maintenance employees and
one administrative employee took home top honors during the
2019 Employees of the Year Awards. Congratulations to these
employees for their exemplary actions and commitment to
making a difference. Coach Operators of the Year reached elite

Maintenance Employees of the Year demonstrated superior
skills in the shop and field, a model work ethic and maintained
a perfect safety record. Administrative Employee of the Year
exemplified the best in RTA’s core values — safety, customer
service, image and efficiency — and for having the special ability

status for having perfect attendance, an exemplary history
of safety, a clean driving record and stellar customer service.

to inspire those around her and thrive even under the most
challenging of circumstances.
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FIFTH ROADEO IN SIX YEARS
Top cowboy Kyle Jones remains unstoppable
Reigning roadeo champ Kyle Jones was back
in form during 2019 when his driving skills
earned him a first-place victory at annual
contest held October 5 at the Agency’s
Hemet facility. During the event, Kyle and
other drivers steered their 40-foot machines
through a timed serpentine obstacle course
of cones, sharp turns and challenging
backups. The win gave Kyle his fifth crown
in six years and a chance to represent
the Agency at regional and international
contests. It’s no secret that Kyle is good at
this sort of thing. In 2017, Kyle became the
first RTA driver (and second in California)
to win the APTA International Bus Roadeo.
Other first-place winners during RTA’s 2019
Bus Roadeo were Yvette Estrada (Maverick
Division), Zachary John (Maintenance
Division) and Jessica Leon (Administration
Division). The contest also featured several
RTA Board members, the best overall
was Council Member Brian Berkson who
represents the City of Jurupa Valley.

These events are a great way to illustrate
how RTA drivers are the best in the business
and also spotlight our commitment to driver
training and safety on the road.

CAMILLE WILSON
Coach Operator

GLENN DAVID
Coach Operator

SELAMAWIT BEAN
Coach Operator

DRIVER FINDS MISSING
PERSON

DRIVER HELPS BLIND
CUSTOMER

DRIVER SAVES CUSTOMER
FROM BEING HIT

An RTA coach operator was hailed as a
hero for reuniting a lost elderly man with
his family. On the evening of November 2
while Camille Wilson was driving a Route 19
bus in Perris, she heard an announcement
from dispatch to be on the lookout for a
missing person who was last seen leaving
Kaiser Medical Center in Corona nearly
three hours earlier. A short time later,
at the Perris Station Transit Center, she
welcomed aboard an elderly man wearing
tan pants, white shirt, and a baseball hat.
Just like the description on the radio.
Bingo! Camille quickly called dispatch and
notified them that the man was safe and
onboard her bus. Dispatch then contacted
police. Thanks to Camille’s quick thinking,
the man remained calm and safe on the

On the evening of Friday, January 24,
Glenn David was driving his Route 22
bus in Riverside when he noticed a blind
passenger on his bus had lost his walking
stick, was acting confused and needed
some assistance finding his way home.
Without hesitation, Glenn called dispatch
to report the situation and found out the
man had been missing from his home.
Working with dispatch, Glenn phoned the
man’s worried mother to come pick him
up a few stops down the road. Thanks to
Glenn’s quick thinking, the man was safely
reunited with his family. For his actions,
Glenn received a Hero Award from the RTA
Board of Directors.

Coach operators are always doing amazing
things behind the wheel. During the year,
several of them found missing persons,
assisted at-risk children and did their part
to keep their customers safe. One of those
hero drivers was Selamawit Bean. During
a routine afternoon in October, Selamawit
was driving her Route 19 in Moreno Valley
when she welcomed aboard an elderly
man who was confused and on the wrong
bus. On a piece of paper, she jotted down
directions for the man to follow to get to
his destination. That’s when things got
interesting. Knowing the customer needed
to transfer to another route, the coach
operator informed the man to exit the bus
at the next stop, safely cross the street
and catch the Route 18. The bus stopped,

bus until police arrived and were able to
reunite him with his family. Knowing safety
is RTA’s number one core value, Camille
showed incredible customer service skills

the man exited and instead of taking
the crosswalk, he began walking down
the middle of the busy street. Selamawit
quickly exited the bus, ran in the street,

and extraordinary attention to detail
that resulted in a positive — and safe —
outcome.

and rescued the man before he got hit.
Thanks to Selamawit’s quick thinking,
her customer was safely reunited with
his family. She wasn’t done yet. Later in
the year, Selamawit saved a child from
wandering onto a busy street, an act that
earned her a Hero Award from the RTA
Board of Directors.
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RTA GETS PERFECT SCORE ON FEDERAL REVIEW
Propelled by strong ridership, expanded service and continued
excellence in customer service, RTA is making good use of
taxpayer dollars and operating at an overall healthy level,
according to a federal review that inspected virtually every area
of administration and operations over a three-year period. The
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Triennial Review, in October
2019, found the Agency in perfect compliance with all 21 areas
of inspection, including operations, finance, maintenance, civil
rights and Americans with Disabilities Act, grant management,

service planning, as well as general management and
organization. The audit covered fiscal years 2016 through 2018.
The review is required every three years for agencies such as RTA
that apply for and receive federal funding. Over the course of
several months, auditors interviewed RTA management, collected
and examined documents and reviewed the Agency’s facilities
to ensure performance and adherence to federal transportation
policies and requirements.

OPERATING REVENUES

OPERATING EXPENSES

Local Transportation Fund and Other Income..... $54,205,151
Federal Transit Administration................................. $25,576,580
Passenger Fares...............................................................$9,320,568
Total..........................................................................................$89,102,299*

Salaries and Benefits................................................... $47,077,379
Purchased Transportation.......................................... $27,189,520
Other Expenses................................................................ $5,510,441
Materials and Supplies.................................................$4,324,846
Services............................................................................. $3,507,969
Total............................................................................................ $87,610,155

*Operating revenue included an additional $1,492,144 for contributions
beyond the recognized expense for OPEB and pension. Operating
revenue was sufficient to meet operating expenses.

FINANCIALS
During the year, RTA remained under budget and
maintained its fiscal integrity. The Agency also
received positive feedback from both federal and
independent audits that showed the Agency continuing
to make good use of taxpayer dollars and following
proper accounting procedures.
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT GIVES RTA HIGH MARKS
Continuing a tradition of stellar audits, an independent
accounting firm that reviewed RTA’s financial activities
concluded that the Agency is making efficient use of its funds
and following proper accounting procedures. The audit gave
RTA an unmodified, or clean, opinion, which essentially is

of taxpayer dollars. It also determined that RTA’s farebox
ratio of 20 percent not only met but exceeded the state’s
minimum farebox recovery by more than three percentage
points. During the year, RTA paid off more than $5 million
in unfunded pension liability, ensuring the obligation is 100

the highest level of assurance an audit can give to assure
members of the public that the Agency is making good use

percent funded and saving the Agency another $4.5 million
over the next 19 years.
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Transportation NOW
Fuels Transit Advocacy
Taking charge in the community
There’s no doubt that RTA’s success would not have been possible
without the contributions of Transportation NOW, a remarkable
group dedicated to promoting public transportation in Riverside
County and beyond. The group was very popular during the year,
giving more people than ever the opportunity to be part of the
movement. The groups promoted pro-transit videos, education
campaigns for seniors and students, and wrote letters to lawmakers
to protect much-needed transit funding. The group is comprised
of more than one hundred members who meet in chapters
representing Greater Riverside, Hemet/San Jacinto, Moreno Valley/
Perris, Northwest, San Gorgonio Pass and Southwest.

THE GROUP IS COMPRISED OF MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED MEMBERS WHO MEET IN
CHAPTERS REPRESENTING GREATER RIVERSIDE, HEMET/SAN JACINTO, MORENO VALLEY/
PERRIS, NORTHWEST, SAN GORGONIO PASS AND SOUTHWEST.

IN THE
COMMUNITY

Meals Delivered to Seniors
Helping the community when it counts

During the pandemic, RTA did more than just drive customers to essential
destinations. We also delivered meals and groceries to homebound seniors
and people with disabilities throughout Riverside and San Bernardino
counties. As part of the campaign, RTA worked with Feeding America and
Family Services Association to deliver food aboard our Dial-A-Ride vans
to people who cannot leave their homes. RTA employees also assisted at

During the year, RTA remained committed to making a positive
difference in the communities we serve by delivering meals to
homebound seniors, donating to non-profit groups and teaming up
with neighborhood groups to promote public transit. In some cases,
RTA buses transformed into cooling centers to help people escape the

the Moreno Valley Senior Center to prepare meals for pick-up and delivery.
During the year, RTA worked more than 2,100 hours, providing more than
84,000 meals and nearly 500 bags of groceries. The campaign was done with
vehicles that were sitting idle due to service reductions and gave our drivers
another opportunity to serve their communities.

blistering summer heat and safe shelters for those evacuating fires.
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FREE RIDES ON
NEW YEARS

On New Year’s Eve, RTA offered free rides to passengers after 2:30 p.m.
on all fixed-routes. It was our way of providing a safe transportation
alternative during the holiday and saying thank you to our customers
for their year-round patronage.

GETTING TO THE FESTIVAL OF
LIGHTS IS A BREEZE
Thousands catch a free ride to the lights
Getting to the world-famous Festival of Lights in
downtown Riverside was easier than ever during
FY20 thanks to RTA’s free shuttle from the RiversideDowntown Metrolink Station to the Mission Inn. The
shuttle, which ran from the November 29 switch-on
ceremony through December 21, operated Friday and
Saturday evenings with service every 15 minutes.
During the month-long service, the shuttle carried
more than 7,700 boardings!

I CANNOT EXPRESS MY IMMENSE GRATITUDE THAT THE BUSES ARE STILL RUNNING
DURING THESE TIMES. WITHOUT THEM, I CANNOT GET TO WORK AND SUPPORT MY FAMILY.
BLESS YOU ALL! — RTA CUSTOMER

RTA JOINS CLEAN AIR DAY, EARTH
DAY AND DUMP THE PUMP
Removing harmful emissions one bus
at a time
During the year, RTA partnered with other transit
agencies across the nation to celebrate Earth Day
in April, Dump the Pump in June and Clean Air Day
in October. The events allowed customers to take
a stand against the high cost of driving by
leaving their car at home and riding public
transportation. Riding the bus is a great
way to save money and help in the
environment. In fact, one RTA bus is
capable of taking more than 40 cars
and their harmful emissions
off the road.

RTA TROLLEY ROLLS IN THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT
Bringing delight and chills to the community

RAISING FUNDS FOR A GOOD CAUSE
RTA shows its commitment to helping other

Whether it donned lights during Christmas or was draped in spider webs for
Halloween, RTA’s holiday trolley was a popular attraction during the holiday
season. During Halloween, dozens of trick or treaters had a scary good time
aboard the trolley during Ghost Walk 2019, Riverside’s annual spooky event
held the weekend prior to Halloween. When Christmas came, the trolley
glowed bright, spreading cheer as it rolled during a variety of parades across
the region.

RTA is committed to strengthening our communities and making them a
better place to live, work and play. That’s why in FY20, the Agency continued
its tradition of giving to charity. In all, RTA employees donated roughly
$6,200 to non-profits such as the American Cancer Society, American Heart
Association, Operation SafeHouse, Red Cross, Habitat for Humanity, United
Way, and March of Dimes, generating much-needed revenue for worthy
causes. It was just one way of backing up our commitment to our customers
and the neighborhoods they live in.
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PLANNING FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE
There’s always something to look forward to
Looking forward, we will continue to make safety a priority
while ensuring our customers get the service they expect.
Meanwhile, we are moving ahead with plans to build a worldclass transit center in Riverside across the street from the
Riverside-Downtown Metrolink Station. Once open, the center
will provide unprecedented connectivity between buses and
trains. Also, RTA customers can expect to reap the benefits of
evolving technology and aggressive planning. More customers
than ever will be able to use their phones not only to check
schedules and arrival times, but also buy passes and pay their
fare. Perhaps our most ambitious move will be the conversion of
our entire bus fleet to zero-emission technology by 2040. It is a
milestone step toward zero-emission transportation technology
for a balanced and sustainable future – one that will help bring
even cleaner air quality to Riverside County. RTA has already

gradually transitioned its fleet over the years, from dieselburning buses to clean-burning compressed natural gas buses.
This next step will solidify our commitment to a cleaner and
greener future. RTA is proud to be the travel choice for Riverside
County residents. And with our region’s population continuing to
grow, we pledge to provide transportation that not only competes
with the automobile but exceeds our customers’ expectations
for affordable, reliable and safe travel. Hope is what drives us to
be the best. Even amid a pandemic that pushed us to the limit,
we never lost hope and the ability to see beyond the damage
and recognize there is always something good ahead, something
positive on the horizon. After all, when it comes to moving people
in western Riverside County, there’s always something to look
forward to.

LOOKING
FORWARD
As the dust settles on the pandemic that shook our
nation to the core, RTA is eager to move forward with
plans to gain steady footing and resume a sense of
normalcy for our employees and loyal customers.
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